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Good Work with Toil: A Paradigm 
for Redeemed Work 
By Margaret Diddams and Denise Daniels 

Good Work with Toil: An Ideology of Redeemed Work 

Management scholars within the discipl ines of Organizational Behavior (OB), 
Human Resource Management (HRM or HR) and Industrial/Organizational (I/ 
0) Psychology seek to study and promote employee productivity and welfare within 
organizations. While there are differing foci across these tlu·ee disciplinary a reas, 
their researchers and practitioners strive for equilibrium between the needs of 
employees and employers. Given this charter, it would be reasonable to expect that 
these fields would have deeply articulated philosophical roots regarding the na
ture of humani ty, its social and physical systems, and the meaning associated with 
good work. Yet hlstorically, apart from a perfunctory nod to Max Weber's identifi 
ca tion and analysis of the Protestant work ethic1 on one hand, and the self-refer
enced agency theory2 on the other, there has been little articulation of the Lmderly
ing assLm1ptions associated with managemen t scholarship,3 and even less still that 
has been developed from an explicitly faith-informed perspective.4 

This lack of perspective has consequences for fur thering both management 
theory and practice since the ideology or philosophical orientation associated with 
management research has important consequences for theory development, the 
nature of hypotheses, the format of the research methodology, the interpretation of 
study resu lts, the organization of research within the larger prevailing worldview5 

Management research in the disciplines of Organizational Behavior, Human Resource Man
agement and Industrial/ Organizational Psychology focuses on creating the optimum equi
librium between people and their work contexts. In this essay, Margaret Did dams and Denise 
Daniels use the Christian themes of creation, fall and redemption as a framework to analyze 
current management theories, and to p rescribe further perspectives on the nature and mean
ing of work. Concepts derived from creation and the fall are used to eva luate the paradigms 
undergirding most management theory. They propose another paradigm d rawn from the 
Christian theme of redemption, which provides a coherent approach to work that recognizes 
the tension between good work as it was intended at creation, and work that has been marred 
by the fall - that is, " toil." Ms. Diddams is Professor of Industrial I Organizational Psychol
ogy at Seattle Pacific University and Ms. Daniels is Professor of Management at Seattle Pa
cific University. 
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62 and ultimately, the p ractice of management and the quality of work life in organi
za tions. The nascent work in Management, Spiritual ity and Religion and Positive 
Organizational Scholarship has begLm to fill the gaps in a generally materialist 
orientation towards management research by emphasizing the non-materialist, tran
scendent and relational role that work has to play in con necting employees with a 
higher sense of purpose or meaning in life. However, w ith the Jack of a common 
philosophical or theological framework, th.is research tends to use individual sub
jective experience as its criterion for determining wha t good work actually is. Al
though we do not argue with the value of work providing opportmtities for subjec
tive well-being or a personal sense of meaning, we do make the case that Christian 
theology can lead to the development of a more nuanced and objective approach to 
addressing work ideology beyond a generally positive and subjective orientation. 
The purpose of this paper is to draw upon the Christian themes of creation, fa ll and 
redemption6 to draw parallels with theories fow1d in current management litera
ture, and to articulate the meaning of good work.7 

Our approach to work draws heavily on writings by Neo-Calvinis t theolo
gians who advocate a role for Clu·istianity in all spheres of human life. Along with 
other writers,8 we emphasize the importance of Lmderstanding (1) God's activity 

'Max Weber, Talcott Parsons, and R.H. Tawney, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capital
is111 (London: G. Allen & Unwin, ltd., 1930). 
2Agency theory reflects the relationships between a principal and agent (for instance, an 
organ ization and employee) who a ttemp t to engage in cooperative behavior but have differ
ent goals and d ifferent attitudes toward risk. Agency theory assumes that people are self
interested and with an aversion to risk-taking and with bounded rationali ty so that an 
organization's policies and pay system must be shaped to motivate people to give up their 
own goals and pursue their organiza ti.on' s goals. See Ka th.leen M. Eisenhardt, "Agency 111eory: 
An Assessmen t and Review," Acnde111y of Mn11nge111e11 t Review 14 (1989): 57-74. 
' Arthur P. Brief and Walter R. Nord, Mea11i11gs of Ocrnpatio11al Work: A Collectio11 of Essays 
(Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1990). 
'Margaret Benefiel, "Irreconcilable Foes? The Discourse of Spirituality and the Discourse of 
Organizational Science," Organization 10 (2003): 383-391; Ian I. Mitroff and Elizabeth A. 
Denton, A Spiritual Audit of Corporate A111ericn: A Hard Look nt Spirituality, Religion, and Values 
in the Workplace (San Francisco: jossey-Bass Publishers, 1999). 
5Denise Daniels, Randal S. Franz and Kenman Wong," A Classroom w ith a World view: Mak
ing Spiritual Assumptions Explicit in Management Education," }011nwl of Mn11nge111ent Ed11cn
tio11 24 (2000): 540-561. 
6Abraham Kuyper and James D. Bratt, Abrnhm11 Kuyper: A Cente1111inl Render (Grand Rapids, 
Ml: Eerdmans, 1998). 
7 Within our framework, "work" can be a notm, verb and adjective. Consequen tly the use of 
the word "work" includes 1) work activities, 2) work outcomes, 3) the context of work such 
as organizational structures and policies and 4) characteristics of workers themselves. Un
less noted, the word "work" refers to of the systemic integration of these four uses. 
8Dernus P. Hollinger, Choosing the Good: Christian Ethics in n Co111plex World (Grand Rapids, 
Ml: Baker Academic, 2002); Cornelius Plantinga, Engaging Cod's World: A Christi1111 Visio11 of 
Fnitlt , Leaming, and Living (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002); Brian J. Walsh and J. Richard 
Middleton, Tile Trn11sfon11i11g Vision: Sltnpi11g n Christim1 World View (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1984); and Albert M. Wolters, Creation Regained: Biblical Basics for n Refor-
111ntio11nl Worldview (Grand Rapids, Ml: Eerdmans, 1985). 
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at creation; (2) The impact of the fall on the creation, including both people and 63 
institutions; and (3) God's subsequent redemption of the world through the death 
and resurrection of Jesus Chxist. This perspective suggests that redemption is not 
only spiritual and future-oriented, but physical and present in the here and now. It 
is tlu·ough redemption that humanity is given the opportwuty once again to co-
create with God. According to theologian Al Wolters, "redemption is a comprehen-
sive salvage operation, the goal of which is nothing short of recovering all of life as 
it was meant to be lived according to God's creational design from the very begin-
ning" (3). 

God's good creation, as described in the first two chapters of Genesis, has 
been disrupted by the Fall described in chapter three. In the New Testament, the 
death and resurrection of Christ begins the process of redemption from the Fall for 
both hllma11ity as well as physical creation. According to Dutch theologiru1 Abraham 
Kuyper (1837 - 1920), the redemptive work of Jesus on the cross extends over all of 
life--no area is exempt from its impact, all of life is to be redeemed, and so it is not 
restricted to the sphere of church or of personal piety.9 This redemptive process 
does not open inward the ga tes to the Garden of Eden, allowing people to reenter 
God's original creation; instead the gates are thrown open outward, allowing us to 
work with God and continue the process of creation. To this end Christians are 
charged, through their activities, to be co-workers with God to bring restora tion 
and redemption to all of the present creation. 10 

There are three important implications of this theology for the examination of 
work. First, tlus perspective does not separate spiritual and secular life realms, 
proposing instead that redemption extends to all of life, including work. Secondly, 
as a result of the fall, both humanity and the nature of work as fow1d in creation 
changed; however, both can move toward redemption. Third, this perspective re
jects a d ualism between a perfected and timeless spirituali ty in the heavenly realm 
which was maiufest in crea tion, versus the fa llen world in which we Live. Rather, 
redemption theology conveys a tension: people live and work in an imperfect, 
fallen world and yet this world and om work in it carry the hope of redemption. 

In this pape1~ we use creation and fall characteristics found in Genesis to de
scribe the tmderlying asstrmptions associated w ith work fotmd in most manage
ment theories. Then we suggest another framework that seeks to reclaim the good
ness in the creation story, yet reflects the tension in working out the hope of re
demption in a fa llen world. 

9
James Edward McGoldrick, God's Re11nissn11ce Mn11: The Life mid Work of Abrn/1n111 Kuyper 

(Auburn, MA: Evangelical Press, 2000) . 
'°William D. Demtison, "Dutch Neo-Calvirtism and the Roots for Transformation: An Intro
d uctory Essay," fo1mwl of tile £vn11gelicnl Tlu:ologicn/ Society 42 (1999): 271-291. 
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64 Work at Creation 

A Tlzeologicnl Perspective 

At creation as reflected in the Genesis accow1t, people are made in the image 
of God and this act of creation is described as an act of work which God deemed to 
be very good.11 Creation affirms human nature and work itself as good. Because 
hill11anity is made in the image of God w ho is portrayed as a worker, work is seen 
as good and is blessed by God. As people engage in work, they are capable of 
reflecting back to each other the image of God. Creation provides the standard for 
evaluating work as well; that is, God has modeled "good work." As Dorothy Say
ers wrote, "man, made in God's image, should make things, as God makes them, 
for the sake of doing well a thing that is well worth doing."12 

The fast and second chapters of Genesis are rich with material regarding hu
man nature and work: 

TI1en God said, "Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the 
fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the 
creatures that move along the ground." So God created man in his own image, in the image 
of God he created him; male and female he created them. God blessed them and said to 
them, " Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of 
the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the ground." 
God saw aU that he had made, and it was very good. (Genesis 1:27-3la) 

Finally, in Genesis 2:2, the creation story ends with the first mention of the word 
"work":" And on the seventh day God ended his work which he had made; and he 
rested on the seventh day from all his work which he had made." 

At least seven characteristics of work can be inferred from the creation ac
count: the first three correspond to the work itself, and the subsequent four corre
spond to people as workers. First, since God's actions are defined as work, the 
creation story validates work as a positive action. The activity of work, be it physi
cal or mental, is good and is intended to provide satisfaction and joy. 13 The second 
characteristic of work-its outcome-can be seen when God delights in "his work 
which he had made." The end to which God's work is d irected is good, and it 
results in God's expression of pleasme. The pmposes to which work is directed are 
important. 

Thirdly, the context of work- the the workplace-is good. In the partial retell
ing of the creation story in Chapter 2, God sets creation in place ex 11ihilo but creates 
man from the earth itself. God uses the ground (his workplace, the context of his 
work) to continue the process of creation. In this case, the workplace provides the 
opporhmity for both the creation of humankind and the growth of trees: 

"Genesis 1:31. 
12Dorothy L. Sayers, Creed or Chaos? 1st American ed. (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1949), 46. 
13Stephen R. Graves and TI1omas G. Addington, Tile Fourth Frontier: Exploring the New World 
of Work (Nashville, TN: Word Publishing, 2000). 
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Then the LORD God formed a man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nos- 65 
trils the breath of life, and the man became a living being. Now the LORD God had planted 
a garden in the east, in Eden; and there he put the man he had formed. The LORD God made 
all kinds of trees grow out o f the grOLmd-trees that were pleasing to the eye and good for 
food (Genesis 2: 7 - 9a). 

The remaining fom characteristics of work in this passage are associated with people 
who engage in work. First, people a.re created by God and exist in the image of 
God. God is port.rayed as one who works-therefore, people live out aspects of 
God's image when they too engage in work. Theologian Karl Raimer wrote that 
the spiritual aspects of being human are part of being created by God.u Thus, 
workers themselves have inherent d ignity because they a.re created in God's im
age. 

Next, people are co-workers with God and they are invited to participate in 
creative activity which accomplishes God's purposes. According to John Calvin 
and later Puritan thought, work is an opporh.mity for the expression of creativity, 
which is inherent in hwnan beings who are created in the image of God.15 God 
commands Adam to 1) "be fruitful and increase in number," 2) "fill the earth and 
subdue it," and 3) "rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over 
every living creatme that moves on the grotmd." The idea of people and God as 
co-workers is stated in Psalm 8:6 as well, where the writer noted , "You made [man
kind] ruler over the works of your hands; you put everything tmder his feet." 
When people engage in work, Martin Luther claimed that they were doing the 
provisional work of God. "By working we actually participate in God's ongoing 
providence for the human race" 16 

Third, God gives people volitional will as part of creation. 17 Men and women 
have the freedom to make choices as noted in Genesis 2:16-17 where God tells 
Adam, "You are free to ea t from any tree in the garden; but you must not eat from 
the h·ee of the knowledge of good ru1d evil." 

Finally, being made in the image of God, people are relational creah.ires with 
the capacity to relate to both God and other human beings. As each person with.in 
the Godhead relates to the other persons of the Trinity, hw11ans too have the capac
ity to relate to God. As God desires to be in relationship, people too are designed 
for relationship with others. Theologian Millard Erickson wrote that our ability to 
know and to be known reflects our likeness to the image of God. 18 And because we 
have volition, we can enter freely into relationships w ith both God and fellow 
human beings. 

1
'Karl Rahner, Fo1111dnlio11s of Cltristinn Fnitft: An lntrodnction to tlte Iden of Cltrislinnity (Lon

don: Darton Longman & Todd, 1978). 
15Leland Ryken, Redeeming tfte Time: A Cltristin11 Appronclt to Work nnd Leis11re (Grand Rapids, 
MI: Baker Books, 1995). · 
1
•Lee Hardy, Tlte Fnbric of t/1is World: luq11iries into Cnlling, Cnreer Cltoice, nnd lite Design of 

H11111nn Work (Grand Rapids, Ml: Eerdmans, 1990), 47. 
1
' Mlllard ). Erickson, Cftristinn T/1eologi; (Grand Rapids, Ml: Ba ker Book House, 1983-1985). 
IBJbid. 
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66 Work, as illush·ated in the creation account, is more than these ind ividt1al parts. 
In Genesis 1, God reflects back five times that the individual acts of creation are 
good. In this very goodness, the "creator creates creation."19 But at the end, in 
verse 31, God notes that creation is very good. God has brought the tota lity of cre
ation into hannony.20 Hartley wrote that there are four implica tions for this "very 
good": 1) w hat came into being functions precisely as God had purposed; 2) that 
which had been created conh·ibuted to the well being of the created order; 3) the 
new creation had aesthetic qual ities-that it was pleasing and beautiful; and 4) it 
had a moral force, advancing righteousness on earth (Job 38:12-13).21 Hartley ends 
by writing that everything-i ncl uding the work that Adam and Eve were given to 
accomplish-was beautiful in a setting of complete harmony. 

An Academic Perspective 

Many current management theories reflect a world view that is consistent with 
the concepts found in the scriptural creation account. Begi.ru'ling in the early to mid 
2Q'h century, the Human Relations School which i.r1cluded work by Elton Mayo, 
Douglas McGregor, Frederick Herzberg, Rensis Likert, David McClelland and Chris 
Argyris, tended to view humanity as full of potential, self-directed, efficacious and 
both capable and willi.r1g to work. Management only need ed to create the appro
priate work environment so that workers would be motivated positively by both 
appropriately structured extrinsic rewards and their· own in tri.r1sic sense of self to 
increase their productivity for the good of their organization.22 This positive ap
proach to human nature and work is exemplified most recently ill Positive Organi
zational Scholarship, which emphasizes ideas of "goodness" and positive human 
potential that can be nurtured tlu·ough the design of work and organizational sh·uc
tures.23 Similarly, recent scholarship within the realm of Management, Spirituality 
and Religion acknowledges explicitly the positive nature of humanity and work. 

As shown i.r1Table1, a samplillg of some common management theories dem
onstrates a clear reflection of the seven creation characteristics.2-' The first three are 

19Walter Brueggemam1, Ge11esis. l11/erpretntio11, n Bible Co111111e11tnry for Tenc/1i11g n11d Prenc/1i11g 
(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1982), 17. 
20Umberto Cassuto, A Co111111e11 /nry 011 the Book of Ge11t'Sis. 1st English ed. Gerusalem: Magnes 
Press, Hebrew University, 1961); Henry Madison Morris, The Ge11esis Record: A Scie11tific n11d 
Devotio11nl C0111111e11tnry 011 the Book of Begi1111i11gs (Grand Rapids, Ml: Baker Book House, 1976); 
Gerhard von Rad, Genesis: A Co1 11111e11tnry. rev. ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1972). 
2'John E. Hartley, Ge11esis. New I11tenrnlio11nl Biblical Co111111e11/11ry. vol. 1 (Peabody, MA: 
Hendrickson Publishers, 2000), 50. 
22Ellen S. O'Connor, "The Politics of Management Thought: A Case Study of the Harvard 
Business School and the Human Relations School," Acnde111y of Mn11nge111e11t Review 24 (1999): 
117-131. 
23Kim S. Cameron, Jane E. Dutton and Robert E. Qui1rn, Posilive Orgn11iz11/io1111/ Sc/10/nrsliip: 
Fo1111dntio11s of n New Discipli11e. 1st ed. (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler, 2003). 
2'The management theories and examples used in this paper are illustrative and not exhaus
tive. 
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connected with the idea that "work is good." More specifically, the activity and 6 
outcome of work and the workplace itself are all good . The last four creation char
acteristics are associated with the nature of workers, including their inherent dig-
nity, their role as co-creator w ith God, their volitional will and their identity as 
relational beings. 

Table 1. Creation characteristics and commensurate management research 

Creation Characteristics Management Research 
Work is51ood 

l. Work activi ties are good Job Characteristics Model 
Empowerment 
P-E fi t 

2. Work outcomes are good Stakehold er Theory 
Social Enterprise/Social Business 

3. The workplace is good Service Climate 
Aooreciative lnquiry 

Workers nre 51ood 
4. Workers have inherent dignity Empowerment 

Trust 
Psychological contracts 
Spiritual wellbeing 
Spiritual intelligence 

5. Workers are co-creators with Competence (Empowerment; Self-
God Determination Theo ry [SOT]) 

Vocation 
6. Workers have volitional w ill Autonomy (Empowermen t; SOT) 

Servant Leadership 
Authenticity 
Transcendent Action 

7. Workers are relational beings Relationships (Empowerment; SOT) 
Teamwork 
Interpersona l and Procedural Justice 
Other- Orientation 
Forgiveness 
Relatedness 

The first creation characteristic is that the activity of work is good. There are 
many management theories that have underlying assmnptions and/or findings 
consistent with the idea that work activity is good. Several theories imply tha t 
work activity is good because it influences workers' well-being and allows people 
to act in ways that are consisten t with their own sense of self.25 Over 50 years ago, 

25
Bruce J. Avolio and William L. Gardner, "Authentic Leadership Development: Getting to 

the Root of Positive Forms of Leadership," Lendership Q11nrlerly 16 (2005): 315-338; Richard 
A Peterson, " Ln Search of Authenticity," fo11rnnl of Mn11nge111e11t Studies 42 (2005): 1083-1098; 
Joyce E. A. Russell, "Promoting Subjective Well-being at Work," Jou ma I of Career Assessment 
16 (2008): 117-131. 
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68 psychologist Frederick Herzberg26 showed tha t employees are motivated intrinsi
cally to engage in work whjch they perceive to be meaningful . Later, psychologists 
Richard Hackman and Greg Oldham demonstrated that employees w ho could iden
tify the significance of their work for co-workers, their organization and the world 
outside of their organization were more motivated and satisfied than those who 
could not. 27 More recently, the literature on empowerment also s tresses the impor
tance of developing knowledge, skill, abilities or other attributes (KSAOs) in order 
to develop a sense of empowerment and meaning.28 Person - Environment Fit 
research reflects the extent to which individuals perceive a fi t between the require
ments of thei r work environment and their beliefs, values and behaviors such tha t 
their work validates their sense of self.29 In each case, the activities of work can 
determine a sense of meaning and well-being. 

The second creation characteristic of work is that its outcome can be good. 
Rather than simply a focus on productivity or bottom-line concerns, several recent 
management approaches have highlighted the importance of having good work 
outcomes for thei r own sake. Stakeholder theory, for example, is concerned with 
the shareholders of an organization, but also with customers, employees, commu
ni ty and the environment (among others). This approach is one in which the out
comes of work are understood to be much bigger than financial alone. And more 
recent management approaches have advocated for micro-finance endeavors, so
cial enterprises or "social business," where profit and social good are both identi
fied explicitly as irnporta11t work outcomes.30 

The context of work as good is the third creation characteristic, and this idea 
too is reflected in management literature. For example, Benjamin Schneider, Jill 
Wheeler and Jonathan Cox's defini tion of a service climate suggests that employ
ees will deliver excellent service to customers when the organization provides them 
with the resources (logistical, administrative, equipment and managerial support) 
to deliver effective service and when the organization treats them as it would want 
them to treat customers.31 Likewise, in the organiza tional change model, "appre
ciative inquiry" is based on the supposition that organizations have positive po-

'"Frederick Herzberg, T/1e Motivntio11 to Work, 2nd ed . (New York: Wiley, 1959). 
27J. Richard Hackman and Greg R. Oldham, "Development of the Job Diagnostic Survey," 
/011mnl of Applied Psyc/10/ogi; 60 (1975): 159-170. 
2ilGretchen M. Spreitzer, "Social Structural Characteristics of Psychological Empowerment," 
Acndemy of Mn11ngeme11t /011mnl 39 (1996): 483-504. 
29Jeffrey R. Edwards and Abbie J. Shipp, "The Relationship betvveen Person-Environment Fit 
and Outcomes: An Tntegrative Theoretical Framework," in Perspectives 011 Org11nizntio11nl Fit, 
eds. Cheri Ostroff and Tunothy A. Judge (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbatun Associates Pub
lishers, 2007), 209-258; Howard Gardner, Mihaly Csikszentm.ihalyi and William Damon, Good 
Work: W'1e11 Excelle11ce mid Ethics Meet (New York: Basic Books, 2001). 
30Muhammad Yu nus and Karl Weber, Crenti11g n World wit/Jo11t Poverty: Socinl B11si11ess n11d t/Je 
F11t11re of Cnpitnlism (New York: Public Affairs, 2007). 
31Benjamin Schneider, Jill K. Wheeler and Jonathan F. Cox, "A Passion for Service: Using 
Content Analysis to Explicate Service Climate Themes," /011mnl of Applied Psyc/10/ogy 77 (1992): 
705-716. 
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tential that can be unJeashed by empowered workers.32 And finally, workplaces 69 
are good when they can be structured to allow for non-material individual spiri-
tual development.33 Beginning with the seminal book by Ian Mitroff and Elizabeth 
Denton,:H A Spiritual Audit of Corporate America, writings that have a broader focus 
on spirituality in the workplace have examined how the design of work and work-
places can provide opportunities to enhance personal meaning and a sense of tran
scendence in the workplace. 

The last four creation characteristics relate to the worker. First, workers have 
inherent dignity and worth by virtue of being created in God's image. This concept 
is reflected well in theories associated with trust35 and psychological contracts.36 

Similarly, MSR research in spiritual well-being and spiritual intell igence reflects 
the idea that workers have an inherent spiritual nature which can be both devel
oped and expressed in the workplace.37 

The components of competence, autonomy and relatedness fotmd in self-de
termination theory (SOT) span the last three characteristics of workers.38 Perceived 
competence, or self-efficacy specific to one's work, is a belief in one's capability to 
perform work activities with skill.39 Both notions of competence and self-efficacy 
emphasize the importance of human cognition and action in work. Writers on spiri
tuality have sh·essed work as a vocational calling40 to serve the (somewhat nebu-

12Suresh Srivastva and David L. Cooperrider, Appreciative Ma11age111e11t a11d Leaders/1ip: The 
Power of Positive Thought a11d Actio11 i11 Orgm1izatio11s (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1990). 
33Robert A. Giacalone, "A Transcendent Business Education for the 21st Century," Academy 
of Ma11age111e11t Leami11g & Education 3 (2004): 415-420; Raymond F. Paloutzin, Robert A. 
Emmons and Susan G. Keortge, "Spiritual Well-being, Spiritual Intelligence and Healthy 
Workplace Policy," in Ha11dbook of Workplace Spirituality a11d Orga11izatio1111/ Pe1fon11a11ce, eds. 
Robert A.Giacalone and Carol L. Jurkiewicz (Armonk, NY: ME Sharpe, 2003), 123-136. 
"Mitroff et al., A Spiritual Audit. 
35

Roderick M. Kramer and Tom R. Tyler, Trust in Orga11izatio11s: Fro11tiers of T/1eory mid Re
search (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publica tions, 1996); Tom R. Tyler, "Trust within 
Organisations," Perso1111e/ Review 32 (2003): 556-568. 
30

Rene Schalk and Denise M. Rousseau, "Psychological Contracts in Employment," in H1111d
book of Industrial, Work mid Orga11izatioual Psychology, Volume 2: Organizatioual Psycliology, eds. 
Neil Anderson, Deniz S. Ones, Handan Kepir Sinangil and Chockali.ngam Viswesvaran (Thou
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70 lously defined) "divine" and thus continue the work of the individual's own re
flection of the divine through his or her job.41 Each of these approaches has paral
lels with the scriphtral themes of humans as co-creators wi th God. 

The construct of autonomy, which is "feelings of personal vol ition towards 
activities that are congruent with one's sense of self,"42 aligns with the creation 
characteristic of volitional will. Autonomously functioning individuals experience 
more meaning in thei r work when their work activities are seen as emanating from 
their own choices. Other management theories also rely on the idea of volitional 
will. Employees practicing volitional will can choose freely to lead through service 
and thus model and motiva te others to servant-hoodY Management Professors 
Thomas Bateman and Christine Porath characterized h·ru1scendent behavior as 
autonomous actions that lead to chru1ges in organizationa l behavior and struchues 
which optimize employee and organiza tion well-being even further.44 In each of 
these examples, work behaviors that are self-determined a re important and neces
sary for the development of well-being.45 

Lastly, research on teamwork has shown the benefi ts of cohesive rela tionships 
to team sa tisfaction, output and orgruuzational effectiveness.46 Procedmal and in
terpersonal justice research has established that when people are treated with dig
nity and respect, they are more likely to accept decisions wh ich may have negative 
personal implications.47 Psychologist David Myers has shown that relatedness to 
others is a powerful predictor of subjective well-being,48 while significru1t attach
ment to others across the lifespan has been shown to have importru1t mental and 
physical health implications.49 Building commLUuty is also an important theme 
nmni.ng through the MSR literahu-e.50 More specifically, practicing forgiveness leads 

" Ryan e t a l., Self-Oelem1i11nlio11 Tlieory, 74. 
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to broader and deeper relationships a t work51 an d mitigates negative outcomes in 71 
the presence of d ifficult organiza tional choices, such as layoffs.52 

In summary, the consh·ucts, theories and ideas from man agement research in 
these examples reflect the creation characteristics of work contained in the Genesis 
accow1t. The net result of these empirical findings is a directive to managers to 
design jobs so that individuals are empowered more fully (often tlu·ough self-man
aged teams), to provide opportun ities for employees to build rela tionsh ips with 
coworkers and othe"r stakeholders and to convey information that helps employ
ees w1derstand how the end-user is served tlu·ough their employment. These char
acteristics of work are not only important because of the empirical evidence con
cluding that they lead to improved productivity and worker well-being, bu t they 
are importan t because they parallel God 's intention of how humanity should ftmc
tion in its work. 

Work after the Fall 

Ironically, even as recent research has emphasized the goodness of humanity, 
there is a burgeoning interest within management in studying what is often called 
the "dark side" of organizational behavior where behavior or w ithholding of ac
tion by an individual or group is detrimental to one, many or the en tire organiza
tion.SJ While the positive crea tion charac teristics of work resonate with much of 
management science, these "dark side" characteristics of work and workers also 
resonate because the creation characteristics that God designed at Creation no longer 
fonction as in tended; the nature of the world is tain ted w ith human sin as a result 
of the fall. 

A Theological Perspective 

In the story of the fall, Adam and Eve's disobedience results in their separa
tion from God and a world that no longer re flects God's purposes at crea tion. As 
Paul wrote in Romans 8:20, "Creation was subjected to fotil ity." After the fa ll, the 
human experiences of life and work became different from what God intended at 
creation. God's image is still imprinted upon hu manity, but that image has been 
distorted. Sin distorts the natu re of work itself. Adam and Eve are told that because 
of their disobedience to God, the ground they work will be cursed and their own 
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72 work will be full of pain and toil: "Cursed is the gr0tmd because of you; through 
painful toil you will eat of it all the days of your life" (Genesis 3: 17). 

The nature of work is diminished and separated from its transcendent good
ness. Sin mars the relationship people had with God, and impacts their role as co
creators. Rather than submitting to God's authority, Adam and Eve try to asstune 
God's role, giving in to the tempter 's words that "you will be like God" (Genesis 
3:5). The concept of stewardship, or taking care of creation, becomes less meaning
ful without the acknowledgement of God's authority over creation. Instead of act
ing as caretakers and stewards of God's creation, the primary organizing principle 
of human behavior becomes self-interested domination rather than the m.uh1ality 
of relationships.'H 

Historically, it has not been unusual for the Christian Church to teach that at 
the fall, the positive attributes of work fou nd in creation,55 and particularly any 
positive c01motations associated with physical labor whkh served as a synonym 
for toil, were desh·oyed completely. The influential eighteenth-century minister 
and conunentator Mathew Henry provides the following puritanical interpreta
tion of the meaning of the fall: "Labom is our duty, which we must faithfully per
form; it is part of man's sentence, which idleness daringly defies. That uneasiness 
and weariness with labom are our just punishment, which we must patiently sub
mit to, since they are less than our iniquity deserves." 56 However, examination of 
the text suggests that the work given to people by God in creation has not been 
destroyed; rather, work has been disrupted .57 The Hebrew word for " toil" 
(il 11~;:)) does not refer literally to physical labor but to sorrow, and the Hebrew 
word frequently h·anslated as " toil" corresponds to the same word that is trans
lated as "pain" (11~;:)) in other biblical texts (such as Genesis 3:16). Toil is not syn
onymous with physical labor, but to that which is toilsome or sorrowful.08 Unlike 
later Western philosophy, the Genesis text does not distinguish between emotions 
of the mind and actions of the body; pain, sorrow and toil are the same concept. So 
"toil" as "sorrow" represents disordered work separated from its intent at cre
ation. 

The characteristics of good work found in creation are all tainted by the Fall. 
Clu·istian Ethics Professor Gilbert Meilaender has been critical of a view that over
romanticizes the positive role of work without also taking into consideration the . 
implications of work within a sin-filled world.59 First, the activity of work itself is 

"The /11/erpreter's Bible 1. [Ge11ernl A rticles 011 lhe Bible, General Articles 011 tile Old Testa111e11t, tlie 
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56Matthew Henry, Malll1ew He11ry's Co111111e11tary 011 /lie Whole Bible (Tappan, NY: F. H. Revell, 
1925), 32. 
57Gordon J. Wenham, "Genesis 1-15," in Word Biblical Co111111e11tary, vol. 1 (Waco, TX: Word 
Books, 1987). 
58Tile 111terpreter's Bible, 510. 
59GiJbert Meilaender, Worki11g: lls Mea11i11g a11rl its Limits: The Ethics of Everyday Life (Notre 
Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2000). 
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full of sorrow. Second, the outcome of work is not always positive, or what was 73 
intended. The teacher in Ecclesiastes wrote,"What does man gain from all h is labor 
at which he toils w1der the sun?" (Ecclesiastes 1:3). Likewise the context of work-
in Genesis, the soil-is cursed. Paul wrote in Romans 8:22 that the whole of cre-
ation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the present time. 

The four characteristics of humanity in creation are also disordered as people 
either reject their creation roles willfully or find that because of their sinful, limited 
capacity, they do not always act in ways that are commensurate with God's will. 
Workers reject their own inherent dignity. Adam and Eve are compelled to cover 
themselves and hide from God. Second, workers reject their co-creation role. In the 
Biblical narrative, people create the tower of Babel for their own ed ification in or
der to make a name for themselves (Genesis 11:4) rather than working in parh1er
ship with God. Third, rather than practicing vol ition, people are prone to personal 
enslavement and self-deception. Jesus said, "Everyone who sins is a slave to sin" 
Gohn 8:34). Noting this type of enslavement, Paul wrote, "I do not understand my 
own actions. For I do not do what I want, but I do the very thing that 1 hate" 
(Romans 7:15). Human nature is no longer perfect given its transgressions, distor
tions and shortcomings and is subject to self-deception. 60 

Lastly, the fallen nature of humanity leads to the propensity of elevating self 
over other, and the consequence is distorted relationships. Cain w ith Abel, Jacob 
with Esau, David with Uriah, and Aimanjas and Saphira with the early church all 
demonsh·ated a predilection toward self-interest with sometimes deadly results. 
As the prophet Isaiah wrote," All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned 
every one to his own way" (Isaiah 53:6). This self-interest leads to domineering 
and instrumental relationships as people attempt to "leverage" relationships as 
transactions to accomplish their own purposes. Cornelius Plantinga noted that as 
a result of the Fall, sin moves beyond the individual to create waves and cultures 
of devastation and corruption.61 

An Academic Perspective 

While OB, HRM and I/0 Psychology theories and research, for the most part, 
continue to reflect a positive bias toward the activities and outcome of work along 
with the characteristics of workers, there is an increased understanding that people 
bring goals, values, emotions and personality characteristics to the workplace that 
are not always consistent with or optimal for the goals of their organizations.62 

Further, there is an awareness that organizations can foster mass unethical behav-
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74 ior either through their cultural norms or through weak control systems.r..1 Subse
quently, research is growing that documents and tries to explain cow1terproduc
tive or deviant behavior in organizations. As shown in Table 2, some of the vari
ables being studied as "dark side" attributes have been in the literature for decades 
(such as job sh·ess, role conflict and overload, absenteeism and tardiness). But oth
ers have arisen more recently as concerns with workplace violence and unethical 
financial reporting have headlined news regularly over the past decade. Fox and 
Spector wrote that these "dark side" behaviors can be grouped into two categories: 
characteristics of the workplace and individual employee characteristics.<"' These 
two ca tegories map to the fallen characteristics of work and the nature of human
ity. 

Table 2. Fall characteristics and commensurate management research 

Fall Characteristics Management Research 
Work is loilsome 

1. Work activi ties are toilsome. job Stress 
Role Conflict and Overload 

2. Work outcomes are toilsome. Corporate Malfeasance 
Uneth ical behavior 

3 . The workplace is toilsome. Discrimination 
Sexual Harassmen t 

Imn r./e of God i11 workers is marred 
4. Workers reject their own inherent Absenteeism 

dignity. Tardiness 
Substance Abuse 

5. Workers reject their co-creation role Aggression 
with God. Sabotage 

6. Workers do not practice volitional will. Compensation 
Agency Theory 
Transactional Lead ership 

7. Self-interested workers create Politics 
in stru mental re lationships . Extreme im pression management 

As shown in Table 2, as people perceive less mea ning in their work, their re
ported rates of alienation, job stress, role conflict and overload i.ncrease.65 Each of 
these characteristics reflects work activities that have become toilsome. The result 
of work can also create sorrow as management, with little to no external account
ability for its actions, enhances its own bottom line at the expense of other stake
holders.66 Natural resources are exploited for corporate gain, or customers and 

6'Frank L. C larke, G. W. Dean and K. G. Oliver, Corporate Collnpse: Reg11lnlory, Acco1111li11g, mid 
Et/1icnl Fni/11re (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
"'Fox and Spector, Co1111terprod11ctive. 
65Miroslav Volf, Work i11 tlie Spirit: Toward n Theology of Work (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 
2001). 
66Brad Pinter, Chester A. Insko, Tim Wildschut and Jeffrey L. Kirchner, "Reduction o f 
lnterindividual-Intergroup Discontinuity: The Role of Leader AccolU1tability an d Proneness 
to Guilt," jo11mal of Perso11ality mid Social Psychology 93 (2007): 250-265. 
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other stakeholders are hurt inadvertently or intentionally tlu·ough products that 75 
were brought to market illegitimately. In the case of MCI, Emon, Tandy, Cmmtry-
wide Loans and otl1ers, the financial standings of customers, employees and other 
stakeholders are devastated due to corporate malfeasance. 

The workplace itself can also become toilsome. Large, established companies 
with entrenched bureaucracies can be so stifling that it is difficult to create innova
tive products when customers are ignored and deparhnents will not work together.67 

Likewise, power plays occur in organizations where those with less power are 
subject to harassment and discrimination.68 

The behavior of fallen people also creates toil at work. Workers reject their 
own dignity, engaging in self-destructive behaviors ranging from unexcused ab
senteeism and tardiness to substance abuse.69 Workers reject the skills and abilities 
gifted to them as co-creators with God, engaging instead in desh·uctive behavior 
toward the company and stakeholders, conducting corporate sabotage, intention
aUy damaging workplace property and products, negatively affecting their com
panies' reputations or otherwise subverting work.70 

Employees reject their own volitional will and any sense of inh"insic motiva
tion so that management must create strong; corporate policies, procedures and 
compensation systems to motiva te employees adequately. Agency theory,71 trans
actional leadership72 and psychological conh·acts73 assume that workers will en
gage in specific behaviors related to their roles at work only to the extent that it 
provides them with an adequate payoff. 

Lastly, workers reject being relational, assuming that others are instnunental 
to their own agenda. This tendency is seen clearly in research that examines orga
nizational politics and/or extreme impression management behavior in which 
successful managers are h·ained to use political skill to make favorable i.mpres-

67Deborah Dougherty and Trudy Heller, "The Illegitimacy o f Successfu l Product Innova tion 
in Established Firms," Orga11izatio11 Science 5 (1994): 200-218. 
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76 sions or manipulate the behavior of others to ad vance their own ca reer aspira
tions.74 

Management research that aligns with fall characte ristics reflects the fact tha t 
work is veering constantly toward the sorrowful. This research is put into practice 
w hen organizations attempt to limit the toilsome aspects of work by creating ever 
more HR policies or codes of ethics that allow for little discretion on the part of 
workers or managers. While workers may chafe under such systems w here rules 
seem to multiply at an ever-increasing rate, these policies are based on a paradigm 
of human nature that makes sense both from an empirical and theological basis. 
Unfortunately, this paradigm is only part of the pich1re because it is inconsistent 
not only with a creation view of people, but also w ith research that demonstrates 
that people have inclinations toward positive change even when they are influ
enced by negative events.75 

Redeeming Work 

These two worldviews, consistent with creation and fall, underlie much of 
management literature. On the one hand, there are management theories, models 
and concepts based on a very positive view of work and workers, and on the other, 
there are approaches that tmderscore the negative. So how do we synthesize these 
differen t paradigms with research that leads to such different interpretations of 
work and worker? While in some ways opposites, each of these sets of theories is 
consistent with a Biblical perspective, and this creates a tension: People are made 
in God 's image, but tha t image has been maned. Work is designed to provide joy 
and inherent meaning, yet it has become toilsome. People are neither the perfect
ible creahires porh·ayed in creation characteristics nor the self-interested employ
ees who must be regulated by sh·ong HR policies d ue to their fa llen nature. Work 
that reflects God's intent for creation can exist for employees and their organiza
tions, bu t toil w ill also occm alongside the best of human work. 

However, recognizing the exis tence of the tension between crea tion and fall 
does not reflect the sum of theological thinking regarding work. The goodness of 
creation was not oblitera ted by the fall; rather characteristics of creation have been 
distorted and shadowed by it.76 Neither approach is consistent with a more com
plete Christian theology that includes not simply creation and fall , but also the 
third theme of redemption. 

74Fred R. Blass and Gera ld R. Ferris, "Leader Reputation: The Role of Mentoring, Pol itical 
Skill, Contextual Learning, and Adaptation," H11111m1 Resource Mn11nge111e11I 46 (2007): 5-19. 
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A Theological Perspective 

Redemption is the action of God reconciling creation back into relationship 
with him through the person of Jesus. In the fall, humanity uses its volition to turn 
its back on God and its role as co-creators. Redemption offers the restoration of the 
co-creator role through the redeeming work of Christ, "for we are God's handi
work, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in advance 
for us to do" (Ephesians 2:10). This redemptive movement in Scripture is charac
terized as something that is "alread y - not-yet".77 The work of redemption has 
begun through Jesus' death and resurrection and provides hope for a renewed 
earth, but humanity has not yet experienced the full mitigation of the effects of the 
fall. 

Redemption goes beyond an individual's body and soul. It addresses recon
ciliation with others, the structure of organizations and the larger social and physi
cal systems that house organizational li.fe.78 According to theologian Cornelius 
Plantinga, 

God wants to save social systems and economic structures too. If the management/labor 
structure contains built in antagonism, then it needs to be redeemed. If the health care deliv
ery system reaches only the well to do, then it needs to be reformed. The same goes for the 
hostile relationships of race, gender, or class. The same goes for proud and scornful attitudes 
among heterosexuals toward homosexuals. Landlord 11nd tenant, student and teacher, hus
band and wife ... Everything corrupt needs to be redeemed, ... The whole natural world, in 
all its glory and pain needs the redemption that will bring shalom.79 

An Academic Perspective and Agenda 

Rather than choosing to emphasize the positive characteristics of work consis
tent with the creation characteristics or promoting organizational policies that at
tempt to constrain the toilso1ne aspects of work, we propose an academic agenda 
that seeks to harmonize the research associated wi th creation and fall characteris
tics, along with the understandu1g that both work and workers can serve a re
demptive role in the world. We propose three aspects of redeemed work, which 
when taken together offer a theology-driven, forward-looking and normative ap
proach to management rather than the data-driven, backward lookmg description 
of management practices associated with the creation and fall characteristics: 1) 
Redeemed work is objectively meaningful; 2) Redeemed work recognizes that 
people are created in God's image; 3) Redeemed work seeks to minimize toil. 

Redeemed work is objectively meaningful. To begu1, redeemed work occurs 

n)lirgen Moltmann, Theology of Hope; 011 tile Gro1111d mid the l111plicntio11s of a Christin11 Esclintologij 
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78 when the outcome to which the work is di rected is consistent w ith God's purposes; 
that is, redeemed work is objectively meaningfu l work. Phi losopher Joanne Ciulla 
wrote that meanin gful work consists of work that is morally worthy in which people 
help others directly or create products that make life better for people.l!O More spe
cifically meani ngful work either commits to furthering the work of creation or 
seeks to redress the nature of the fallen world. Furthering the work of creation 
involves providing the goods and services that are needed for human flomish
ing.81 The recent interest in social ventures and "social business" are consistent 
with redeemed work.82 More and more organizations are attempting to veer their 
mission toward making a positive difference for their stakeholders and the world.83 

Meaningful work redresses the fallen world. Healing, providing justice and 
righting wrongs are types of work that are redeern:i.ng because they address prob
lems that exist due to the fallen nature of creation. Providing justice would not 
have been necessary at creation because the world was just; likewise, healing is not 
necessary apart from the effects of the fall. Any work that addresses the deficien
cies and broke1mess resulting from the fall is redeeming work because it moves us 
in the direc tion of wholeness. This type of redeeming work attempts to backfill 
and fix that which was disordered and w1done at the fall. 

Redeemed work recognizes that people are created in God's image. TI1e sec
ond aspect redeemed work evaluates the conditions associated with work. Does 
the design of work recognize the image of God across all employees? Given this 
image of God, employees deserve to be given moral autonomy, treated with dig
nity and respect and engaged in a corporate culture tha t values honesty, fairness 
and justice. Additionally, there is a subjective component to the design of work 
such that organizations value the 1u1iqueness of the image of God in each em
ployee, providing opportw1ities for employees to work i11 a way that allows for 
personal mea11ing, the experience of the h·anscendent, the 11se of life experiences 
and personal values through the products they create and services they offer with
out expectations of insh·1m1entality.s.t 

Redeemed work seeks to minimize toil. Redeeming work is more than just 
engaging in meru1ingful work, or recognizing the image of God in those doing the 
work. Both of these ways of redeeming work fail to address the fact that because 
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our work occurs in a fallen world, it will contain toil. Writings on vocation may be 75 
overly positive in this respect. For example, Hardy wrote that pursuing vocation 
as a spiritual quest includes ascertaining one's concerns, skills and interests and 
spiritual gifts from God and finding transcendent meaning by exercising those 
gifts for the sake of others.85 Similarly, the writer Frederick Buechner wrote, "The 
place God calls you to is the place where your deep gladness and the world's deep 
hunger meet."86 How~ver, we argue that the third aspect of redeemed work re-
quires the recognition that all work, even work that is considered good and part of 
one's vocation, is infused with some aspect of toil. Subsequently, like the objective 
and subjective conditions of work, the third aspect of redeeming work calls for 
minimizing the toil that is now part and parcel of the characteristics of work. 

One of the ways to minimize toil is to recognize that it exists, and that the 
experience of toil may be part of vocation. Conducting the work of redemption 
with God does not negate the fact that people who are created in God's image are 
still bounded by sin and are prone to self-deception and self-interest. Good work 
occurs with toil; they both exist simultaneously in some quantity in all workplaces. 
Simply acknowledging this tension changes one's perspective and can be redemp
tive. For example, in academia, faculty must repeatedly grade multitudes of pa
pers often on the same topic, paTticipate in time-consuming faculty governance 
meetings or give students low grades. In business, managers must lay off employ
ees, give performance feedback to poor performers, spend time at planning off
sites or deny a raise. Yet who feels skilled at laying off employees? Who has deep 
gladness when they realize that a shtdent has p lagiarized? Who has not experi
enced the tedium of meetings, reading e-mails or grading hundreds of papers at 
the end of a term? Nevertheless, if people Me not willing to view this toilsome 
work as pMt of their calling in a fallen world, the result can be increasingly toil
some work. A redeemed perspective on work recognizes that every vocation in
cms some level of risk, discomfort and even suffering87 and an unwillingness to 
enter into that suffering can lead to greater toil. 

Research has shown that ilmovation and positive change are more likely to 
happen in organizations w here there is recognition of the positive and toilsome 
aspects of work, or the good and flawed nature of people. Organizations and their 
members who view themselves il1 exclusively positive terms are most prone to 
hubris and tlu·eatened by organizational change.88 However, organizations that 
recognize their own flaws as opportunities for learning, change, grace and gra ti-

85Hardy, The Fabric. 
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80 tude rather than shame and self-abasement are also more likely to work in com
mtmity to make pro-social changes around them.89 

Likewise, toil is minimized as we admit willing! y to our own sins, flaws, weak
nesses and limitations, both known and unknown. People are woefully unaware 
of gaps in theiJ: own self-knowledge.CJ() Wisdom is, in part, knowing that one does 
not know and that knowledge is fallible. Or in other words, "the more one knows, 
the more one realizes the extent of what one does not know."91 St. Paul is character
istic of this wise self-knowledge when he wrote, "l do not understand my own 
actions. For I do not do what I want, but I do the very thing that I hate" (Romans 
7:15). Humility, as a form of wisdom, includes an openness to concede mistakes, 
imperfections, gaps in knowledge and limitations in a way that is not a form of 
self-abasement, hurn.iliation or low self-esteem.92 

Workplaces are fragile systems where mistakes ru1d errors are inevitable. But 
workplaces are redemptive when they acknowledge the possibil ity of these mis
takes, and take steps to build a culture that corrects them. Organizations tha t prac

.tice error management recognize that errors will occur yet shape their culture so 
that errors are reported and detected quickly, that negative error consequences are 
hru1dled and minimized effectively, and that learning occurs.93 These organiza
tions are more profitable because they "learn from errors, are more apt to experi
ment, and are more likely to innovate."~ For example, organizations that foster 
open downward communication, acknowledge ambiguity, disengage from nega
tive entrapment, and do not accept silence as consent are more likely to rebound 
from episodic h·agedies95 and organizations that are more likely to innovate are 
also more likely to be change agents that make a difference. 

A second way that toil can be minimized is through cognitive reframing,claim
i.ng a broader view of vocation ru1d/or emphasizing personal growth. Toilsome 
work is reframed when the people are able to expand their perspective on what 
their work is about. Robert Greenleaf, a long-time manager a t AT&T and an advo-
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cate of servant leadership in organizations, made the point that one of the most 81 
significant tasks of an organization is to communicate a meaningful vision to its 
people. He wrote, "(A] serious lack of vision is a malady of almost epidemic pro
portions among the whole gamut of institutions that I know quite intimately."96 

And yet, when the vision is provided-when the perspective changes-toil is re-
duced. The psychology and management literature is replete with examples of this 
phenomenon. In the business world Service Master is a respected vendor of indus-
trial cleaning and maintenance services and is often !tired to clean hospitals. Former 
CEO of Service Master, William Pollard, shared a story of how management re-
acted to feedback that the cleaning quality in one of their hospitals was lower than 
expected. Rather than berating employees to do a more careful and thorough job of 
cleaning floors and toilets, they instead focused on making sure that their janito-
rial staff understood their critical role in insming that disease was contained. As 
workers embraced the fact that they were indeed part of the healing process, not 
only did the quality of their work improve, but their job sa tisfaction also rose.97 In 
another example from the psychological literature, American soldiers returning 
from a peacekeeping mission in Bosnja perceived greater benefits associated with 
their deployment as they transitioned to civilian life if they had experienced events, 
such as meeting the civilians they were sent to protect, that helped to put their 
deployment in a broader contextual framework.98 In both of these cases, the toil 
that workers perceived in their jobs was minimized if they were able to broaden 
the meaning associated with their work. 

Good work with toil can be valued for the opportunities to experience social 
benefits. Building relationshjps tlu-ough perseverance, forgiveness, trust and ex
tending grace occur most likely in situations that are fraught with toil. People who 
confront trauma are more likely to develop increased self-reliance, empathy, better 
relationships and more robust coping skills.99 Additionally, personal growth can 
occur in the midst of toil. Theologian and Human Development specialist James 
Fowler wrote that infrequent and intrusive life events such as divorce, deatl1, birth 
or illness serve as catalysts to disorient current self-schema and motivate a person 
to adopt a more complex a11d nuanced understanding of life's moral ru1d spiritual 
meanillg.100 Research by psychologists Robert Hogan and Robert Sinclair suggests 
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82 that positive changes in adult character formation can only occur in the presence of 
major life events where past patterns of behavior are no longer effective, leading to 
a reevaluation of one's sense of self. 101 Similarly, in his book Good to Great, Jim 
Collins wrote that CEO's of consistently high performing companies tend to have 
great personal humility which was often born out of difficulty. io2 

Conclusion 

It is in the "already - not yet" framework that we interpret what redemption 
means for work. A world view informed by a theology of redemption w ill include 
not only an evaluation of creation and fall characteristics of work but will call for 
an evaluation of the purpose of work, the impact of the work on workers and 
efforts to recognize and mitigate toil wi thin work. Until redemption has been com
pleted in the fullness of the Kingdom of God, there wil l always be good work with 
toil. Nevertheless, this work may be redeemed. 

101 Robert Hogan <U1d Robert Sinclair, "For Love or Money? Character Dynamics in Consulta
tion," Co11s11/ti11g Psyc/wlogy /011mal: Practice and Research 49 (1997): 256-267. 
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York: HarperBusiness, 2001). 
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